DIVISION 1 SEMI FINALS

Marquette University H.S. 7     Kenosha Tremper 0

Singles
Flight 1 - Damon Niquet (9) MUHS def John Carswell (9) KT 6-1, 6-3,
Flight 2 - Tim Noack (12) MUHS def David Carswell (12) KT 6-2, 6-0,
Flight 3 - Matt Lynch (9) MUHS def Craig Sherwood (11) KT 6-0, 6-0,
Flight 4 - Alex Smith (10) MUHS def Patrick Georno (9) KT 6-1, 6-0,

Doubles
Flight 1 - Ethan Niquet (12)/Alex Sykes (12) MUHS def Connor Hildebrandt (11)/Jake Humphreys (11) KT 6-7(0), 6-3, 6-3
Flight 2 - CJ Armbrust (9)/Jack Porritt (11) MUHS def Adam Gagliardi (11)/Jake Riley (11) KT 6-1, 6-1,
Flight 3 - Connor Muth (10)/Jed Sekaran (9) MUHS def Eric Ciszewski (9)/Jake Larsen (9) KT 6-2, 6-1,